ABSTRACT. Using nanoprobe X-ray diffraction microscopy, we investigate the relationship between residual strains from crystal growth in CsPbBr3 thin film crystals, their stability, and local bandgap. We find that out-of-plane compressive strain that arises from cooldown from crystallization is detrimental to material stability under X-ray irradiation. We also find that the optical photoluminescence red shifts as a result of the out-of-plane compressive strain. The sensitivity of bandgap to strain suggests possible applications such as stress-sensitive sensors.
INTRODUCTION
The manipulation and control of strain during crystal growth is foundational for advanced optoelectronic materials and heterostructures. The effect of strain on band gap and mobility has been intensely studied and exploited in Si, Ge, and III-Vs, [1] [2] [3] while strain engineering is a key enabler of complex oxide perovskite heterostructures. 4, 5 In contrast, understanding of strain and control of it during growth of the emergent halide perovskites is still limited. With long carrier diffusion lengths and a tunable band gap as a function of composition, 6, 7 the halide perovskites have shown promise for diverse optoelectronic applications including solar cells, 8 light emitting dioides, 9 lasing, 10 and photodetectors. 11 Despite their facile processing and significant strides in optimization of optoelectronic properties, halide perovskites still suffer from poor durability with respect to traditional semiconductors -perhaps the major barrier to their commercialization.
Strain is one of the causes of low-crystallinity in halide perovskite thin film 12 and nanoparticles. 13 The commonly-used spin casting and annealing method is a fast crystallization process, which impacts the carrier lifetime and mobility of the perovskite layer. 14 Controlling the fabrication process to enhance the crystallinity has been found to effectively improve the perovskite-based device performance. A number of studies have recently shown that the improved crystallinity with proper substrates, 15, 16 halide intermediates 17 and metal doping 18 gives better perovskite solar cell performance. In the recent study of CH3NH3PbI3 thin films by Zhao et al., strain created by the thermal mismatch with the substrate during crystallization annealing after spin-casting was found to be detrimental to device stability. 12 Avoiding thermal annealing by using solvent exchange to crystallize the perovskite has been shown to reduce strain and improve perovskite stability. 19 These recent studies shed new light on the important role of strain and stability in halide perovskite. To better resolve the impact of strain in halide perovskite materials and devices, localization of strains in perovskite thin films is necessary to precisely attribute the effect of strain on stability.
The development of halide perovskites as high-energy photodetectors is also gaining attraction due to their high detectivity. [20] [21] [22] [23] Specification of perovskite stability under diverse functional environments including high-energy irradiation and identification of the factors that limit stability is needed for deployment of halide perovskite across optoelectronic applications.
Beyond stability, strain may play a significant role in the optoelectronic properties of halide perovskites. First-principles density functional theory studies have proposed that hydrostatic pressure or biaxial strain can reduce the band gap in halide perovskites. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] and inorganic cesium lead halide perovskite, CsPbBr3. 34 The band gap narrows under <1 GPa hydrostatic compression due to increasing in antibonding overlap of Pb-X; on the contrary, the band gap broadens under high pressure (>1 GPa), which could be due to phase change or amorphization in the high-pressure regime. 29 Hall et al. also observed a blue shift of photoluminescence (PL) of CH3NH3PbI3 in the presence of humidity, and their first-principles computation shows a simultaneous increase of lattice constant and band gap when intercalating water into the lattice, 35 suggesting that the band gap may be tunable by straining the crystal lattice. Along similar lines, researchers have recently demonstrated an increase in band gap with epitaxial growth of CsPbBr3 on VO2 nanowires, which results from compressive in-plane strains in the CsPbBr3 during expansion of the nanowires. 36 While these studies introduce strains in extreme environments or characterize the average bulk strain in perovskite films, detection of the strain distribution from common fabrication processes and understanding of the nanoscale effects of strain is needed to provide detailed insight for feedback on synthesis strategies and for designing new mechanically-responsive functionality in these optoelectronic materials.
Here we use nanoprobe X-ray Diffraction Microscopy (nanoXRD) to quantify the nanoscale strain distribution in CsPbBr3 thin film single crystals and relate these local strains to a detrimental effect on stability and a locally-varying bandgap. Leveraging a strain gradient introduced during cooldown from crystal growth within a given crystal provides the opportunity to study nuanced effects of strain on stability and bandgap within the same single crystal, avoiding sample-to-sample variations including minor variations in growth or subsequent environmental conditions. We find that nanoscopic regions with higher out-of-plane compressive strains exhibit decreased stability and a redshift in bandgap and that pronounced mosaicity can arise during growth of perovskite thin film single crystals. Figure 1a .
Experimental

Synthesis of
Nanoprobe X-ray Diffraction: Scanning X-ray nano-diffraction microscopy (nanoXRD) and X-ray fluorescence (XRF) were performed using the Hard X-ray Nanoprobe (HXN) of the 
(1)
The instrument maintains angles between the X-ray beam, sample, and detector with ± 0.001°
precision. In addition, the diffraction detector spans a width of 1° 2θ with a pixel resolution of 0.003°. This state-of-the-art control provided by the instrument allows us to observe the strain distribution precisely and accurately at the nanoscale. When lattice plane rotation is present, we eliminated the rotation error and extracted the magnitude strain by simulating the diffraction pattern with Patterson function, 39 which separates the shift of the bright diffraction fringe from the movement of the aperture projection in the diffraction image. Since there is minimal rotation (no shift of aperture center) detected in the strained crystal, the 2θ is converted directly to dspacing and then strain relative to the literature value.
NanoXRD also provides an opportunity to study the stability and degradation mechanism of perovskite crystals under intense ionizing irradiation, relevant to potential applications in highenergy detection. The 6×10 17 photons/s-cm 2 synchrotron X-ray irradiation generates energetic core holes and hot electrons that, after a cascading thermalization process, settle at the band edges of the perovskite. The X-ray dose is calculated from the flux 3x10 8 photons/sec and beam diameter 240 nm at the 220 Bragg angle to the sample surface. Each hard X-ray photon absorbed in the perovskite generates >10 3 band edge carriers, according to the empirical relationship Ncarri ers = EX-ray/3Eg. 40 After accounting for partial X-ray transmission through the nanometric perovskite film, the nano-focused X-ray irradiation is equivalent to ~700 suns, providing an accelerated test condition to monitor the stability and degradation of the perovskite crystal in the presence of a large concentration of carriers. 41 To analyze any structural degradation, a correlation coefficient of the diffraction pattern at each frame with respect to the initial one was calculated as a representation of structural degradation of perovskite, according to:
in which Amn is the signal count of one pixel in the 514-by-514 initial diffraction image, and Bmn is the signal count of the same pixel of the subsequent diffraction image. A and B are the average signal counts of the initial diffraction image and the subsequent one respectively. The time when the r drops below 0.9 was select for comparison (t 90 ). To assess the effect of strain while preserving the sample properties, each spot for time series analysis was separated from the last by at least 1 µm. With a beam FWHM about 50 nm, the 1-µm spacing is large enough to minimize irradiation-induced damage carryover to nearby scan spots.
Micro-photoluminescence:
Photoluminescence mapping was performed at 50x magnification using a Renishaw inVia microscope equipped with a Si CCD array detector. A 514-nm laser source with 1.0 µW power was scanned in 1 µm steps. Luminescence was collected via a 1200 mm -1 grating, which with the 514-nm incident laser results in a spectral resolution about 0.1 nm.
To better match the same sampling volumes between the normal-incidence PL maps and the nano-diffraction that samples the whole thickness of the 2 µm thick crystal at an oblique angle, an 8-µm horizontal averaging filter was applied to PL maps. Additional experimental details can be found in the supplemental Information. Since the crystal is deposited across two distinct materials (Pt and quartz) with lower CTEs than the perovskite, the CTE difference between Pt and quartz should result in a strain gradient across the Pt edge as shown schematically in Figure   1a . Assuming no slip at the substrate-crystal interface, a finite element simulation of the 2-μm thick crystal shows the crystal is compressively strained overall as indicated by a negative total integrated out-of-plane displacement everywhere along the length of the crystal as shown in Figure S2a (see Table S1 for CTEs used in simulation). As a result of the difference in CTEs, the crystal is expected to be more strained on the quartz than Pt ( Figure S2a ). A simulated crosssection of the out-of-plane component of the strain distribution can be found in Figure S2b .
Results and Discussion
Nano-diffraction microscopy reveals that the entire crystal has a compressive out-of-plane strain, and the region above the exposed quartz substrate is more compressively strained relative to the area above the Pt, as expected from simulation. The nano-diffraction map of strain in the CsPbBr3 crystal is shown in Figure 1d , captured simultaneously with the X-ray fluorescence (XRF) map shown in Figure 1c . The spatially-resolved, out-of-plane strain measured via nano-Xray diffraction varies between -0.8% and -1.6%, indicating that the crystal is compressively strained in the out-of-plane direction. In general agreement with the trends from simulation, the magnitude of the strain decays toward the left and right-hand edges of the crystal and is highest nearer the quartz/Pt interface. The average lateral strain gradient across the crystal generated by the two different substrates is about 0.03%/µm. In the center of the crystal, the strain varies smoothly from higher to lower compressive strain from left to right due to the CTE mismatch of the perovskite with the Pt and quartz. To study the effect of strain on stability under X-ray irradiation, time series measurements were taken on different spots along the strain gradient on the crystal shown in Figure 2a and labeled positions A-E. In each time series measurement, the spot was exposed to the high-flux Xray beam continuously to observe the change in the X-ray scattering over time. The twodimensional correlation coefficient of the diffraction image relative to the initial image is used as an indicator of degradation. The obtained correlation coefficient as a function of time under xray can be found in Figure S3 . Movies that visualize the sequence of diffraction pattern images at each spot are available in the Supplemental Information.
We find that positions with less residual strain exhibit increased structural robustness under Xray irradiation, as indicated by a longer decay time of the scattered intensity. Figure 2b plots the relationship between strain state and t90, the time when the correlation coefficient of the diffraction pattern drops below 0.9, that is when scattering image has changed more than 10%.
Less-strained spots have a longer t90. The degradation decay lifetime appears to vary only due to the different strain magnitudes, as spots D and E are atop Pt and A-C are atop the quartz but they fall roughly colinearly in Figure 2b . This direct correlation between structural decay time and strain indicates that nanoscale residual strains negatively affect the stability of halide perovskites.
During the degradation process under X-ray irradiation, the compressive strain is relaxed over time, as shown in Figure 2c . This observation indicates that the generation of structural defects under intense X-ray irradiation simultaneously lowers the diffraction pattern correlation coefficient and relaxes residual strain, consistent with previous observation of strain relaxation during degradation in CH3NH3PbI3 12 . Nano-XRD time series studies of hybrid perovskite CH3NH3PbBr3 crystals reveal that the hybrid perovskites undergo much more rapid structural degradation compared to CsPbBr3 ( Figure S4 ), as expected given their relatively poorer thermal and environmental stability and low enthalpy of formation. 43 The t90 of CH3NH3PbBr3 corresponds to an X-ray dose of 10 18 photon/cm 2 at 9 keV at an estimated flux of 3 10 8 photons/s, while the t90 of CsPbBr3 corresponds to an X-ray dose of 10 20 photon/cm 2 . These dose limits provide bounds for the design of perovskite-based high energy particle detectors.
The process by which the perovskite crystal degrades is evident from the time-series diffraction patterns ( Figure S4b The diffraction peak shifts to higher 2θ at the more compressed location as denoted by the dashed line. The spot with larger compressive out-of-plane strain has a red-shifted PL peak. Micro-photoluminescence (µ-PL) mapping of the CsPbBr3 crystal measured by NanoXRD reveals a negative correlation between local strain and the peak wavelength of PL emission. The PL peak generally varies from longer to shorter wavelengths moving top left to bottom right along the crystal (Figure 3a) , save a clear discontinuity at the Pt/glass interface and some edge effects. By comparison with the strain map from nano-XRD (Figure 1d ), this blue shift of PL left to right across the crystal corresponds with the trend of moving from a region of higher compressive strain on the top left of crystal to lower compressive strain at the bottom right. We make this relationship explicit in the scatter plot in Figure 3b , where a clear negative correlation is seen between the point-by-point strain and PL peak wavelength in this crystal (R 2 =0.65). A single Gaussian was used to extract the PL peak at each point as shown in Figure S5 . Figure 3c highlights two spots that exemplify this trend with local strains of -0.84% and -1.59%
determined from NanoXRD, where a red shift at higher compressive strain is seen in their local PL emission. Extrapolating from the dataset, the unstrained crystal is expected to have a PL peak at 529 nm, in agreement with previously reported values. 44 The PL peak position shifts 1.2 +/-0.1 nm per 1% strain, suggesting that perovskites may provide sensitive opto-mechanical sensing.
The red shift concomitant with compressive out-of-plane strain may be due to at least two physical processes. One factor is that the strained PbBr6 octahedra change the Pb-Br anti-bonding overlap and thus results in the red shift. 29 Another factor could be structural defects generated at strained regions leading to the band gap narrowing. 45 identifies the crystal as orthorhombic CsPbBr3 everywhere ( Figure S7 ). Thus, the observed PL red shift can only be ascribed to the measured variation in local strain.
However, the correlation between PL peak and strain is weakened here because of several experimental factors. First, the PL and the nano-diffraction are most sensitive to different sampling volumes. The PL is most sensitive to the top 230 nm, the 1/e attenuation depth of the incident 514 nm laser in CsPbBr3, 46 whereas the full thickness is probed in X-ray diffraction.
Second, the substrate-induced strain is largest in magnitude near the substrate interfaces and relaxes through the crystal thickness in the vertical direction even in the absence of structural defects, as indicated by the simplified mechanical model simulated in Figure S2b . Third, the crystal stamping method used here to produce the thin film single crystal does not yield the structural quality of bulk single crystals. Thus, we expect the fundamental underlying relationship between band gap and strain to be stronger than that reported here. perovskite, but the commonly-used compact TiO2 substrate shows higher compressive strain despite having a CTE near Pt. It is possible that the wetting interaction between the perovskite and the nanoparticulate TiO2 reduces the slip or strain relaxation at the interface between the perovskite crystals and the substrate, resulting in higher strain during crystallization. Despite benchtop thin-film XRD averaging strain many crystallites due to its large spot size, a small negative trend of PL peak versus strain is still evident, although the benefit of nanoscale characterization of model materials is clear in elucidating this relationship between strain and the peak wavelength of photoluminescence emission.
Perhaps surprisingly, the local nano-XRD scattering intensity does not correlate with local PL intensity, contrary to convention in the physical chemistry of semiconductors that higher crystallinity and lower crystallographic defect density corresponds to enhanced photoluminescence ( Figure S9 ). This observation may be partially explained by the sensitivity of the PL to the unpassivated top surface while the nano-XRD probes through the thickness.
However, it may also be an indication the self-passivating nature of defective perovskite regions. 47, 48 Recent work has observed that amorphous regions at grain boundaries in MAPbBr3 thin films may be passivating and display increased PL lifetime and intensity. Finally, we note that not all of the stamped CsPbBr3 perovskite crystals exhibit a single crystalline domain upon nanoprobe investigation. Although they appear as uniform, single crystals under the more common crystallographic analysis of electron-back scatter diffraction (EBSD) (Figure 5a ), the crystal in the optical image of Figure 5b showed significant mosaicity when investigated by nanoXRD. In Figure 5c , the Cs XRF map shows the extent of the crystal, but only some areas diffract due to mosaicity, as characterized by a map of the angle of peak diffraction intensity producing by rocking curve measurement (Figure 5d ). The mosaics are diffracting crystalline domains within the larger crystal with slight misorientation. When the misorientation angle is small (<0.3°), the domain diffracts and displays a small shift in 2θ due to the crystal plane rotation (Figure 5d ). As noted above, this rotation is straightforwardly separated from strain in analysis of the diffraction image. In contrast, where the misorientation is large, the diffraction is not detected by the diffraction detector and appears dark in the scattering intensity map (Figure 5d ). In this sample, mosaicity dominates the nanoscale structure of the film, rending detailed strain analysis impossible due to the distorted and twinned diffraction patterns ( Figure   S10 ). The formation of crystal mosaics may be due to the low formation energy of perovskite crystals and the rapid crystallization process. 50, 51 Scrutinizing the crystallinity at the nanoscale, we find that mosaicity can easily result during perovskite growth. Mosaicity is also expected to reduce the stability and increase the variation in optoelectronic properties of perovskite films due to the reduction in structural quality. To our knowledge, this is the first report of mosaicity in halide perovskite crystals, though its detrimental impacts on stability have been previously hypothesized. 52 Further understanding of the heterogeneous distribution of strain including mosaicity is necessary to understand how to improve the crystallinity of perovskite materials and requires local nanoscale characterization of crystal structure.
Conclusion
In summary, we study the effect of nanoscale residual strain on halide perovskite crystal structural stability and band gap using synchrotron nanoprobe X-ray diffraction. Using a strain gradient that develops within CsPbBr3 thin film single crystals due to the thermal expansion mismatch between the perovskite crystal and substrates, we find reduced durability at locations of higher compressive out-of-plane strain. By using thin film single crystals, we remove any effect of grain boundaries, demonstrating the intrinsically detrimental effect of such strain on the stability of halide perovskites. Time-series analysis of structural degradation under X-ray irradiation indicates an imploding collapse of the crystal structure and provides quantitative dose limits for perovskite application in high-energy detectors. With micro-photoluminescence mapping, we correlate the local optoelectronic properties with the measured nanoscale strain.
From -0.8 to -1.6% strain, the PL peak is continuously red-shifted from 529 nm to 533 nm. The fine and continuous tuning of bandgap with strain suggests new potential strain sensing applications for perovskites.
Because we use substrates, solution processing, and growth temperatures ubiquitous in the perovskite literature, we emphasize that re-engineering crystal growth to alleviate strain offers the opportunity to stabilize perovskite materials and devices relative to their current standard.
Based on the observation that stability decreases monotonically with nanoscale strain, any localized stress concentrations that form during crystallization or in the application of perovskite films in curved or flexible devices may serve as "weakest links" for incipient degradation. Our observation of mosaicity in halide perovskite crystals at the nanoscale also indicates that crystal quality in even single crystals may affect reports of the bulk properties of halide perovskites.
Further work is necessary to improve the crystallinity of perovskites at the nanoscale, reduce residual strains, and leverage the unique optoelectromechanical properties of the perovskites.
Deeper understanding of how the strain is distributed at the nanoscale in perovskite materials will allow exploitation of the relationship between structural deformation and shifts in optoelectronically-active energy levels. 
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Atomic Force Microscopy
The AFM image was obtained using a Veeco Scanning Probe Microscopy in tapping mode and scanning over a range of 50 µm by 70 µm at a resolution of 360 × 512 data points.
Benchtop X-ray diffraction
Powder XRD spectra were taken by a Bruker AXS D8 Discover diffractometer in parallel beam geometry with Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å). The height alignment accessory was used for accurate strain calculation. Supporting Information Figure S1 . AFM of the CsPbBr 3 crystal measured by nanoXRD shows the crystal is 2-um thick with a flat smooth surface except for one large void on the right of the crystal. The roughness Ra is around 40 nm on the crystal excluding the void. Supporting Information Figure S10 . Diffraction images of (a) the homogeneously strained CsPbBr 3 crystal from Figure 1 , and (b) distortion and (c) twining in the mosaic crystal of Figure 5 .
